Membership for Research Groups from Universities
Complementary member model as of January 2013

«The Swiss Chemical Society represents chemists and scientists of chemistry related fields in Switzerland and in international organizations, supports the scientific know-how exchange and offers corresponding network possibilities.»

Mission Statement SCS 2012

A crucial factor to reach your goal to be an important partner for Universities, R&D from Industry and your international partner organization is a high accessibility of our target groups and the understanding of their needs. As PhD students are the basis for the success of Switzerland's current and future chemical research and it's chemistry related industry we like to gain and commit even more students for our society. With the SCS Fall Meeting, Switzerland's largest annual scientific conference, we already have a good instrument to win students for our activities and to integrate them into our network. But we like to step forward. With the new possibility of a collective membership for research groups from Universities we hope to fulfill the needs of the students as well as the requirements of professors/group heads and their scientific staff.

Our ambition is to enlarge the society's network and therefore it's significance and to provide an important part to the success of the chemistry related community in Switzerland.

Feedbacks form our valuable members let us implement a new member model for research groups from Universities. Complementary to the possibility of personal memberships we offer a collective membership as of January 2013.

Conditions
- personal registration
- same privileges as personal members
- annual update of the affiliation
- one CHIMIA for the group and one CHIMIA for the group head
- one invoice to the group head

Prices
- Regular membership for individuals: CHF 150.00
- Membership for bachelor, master and PhD students: CHF 50.00
- Collective membership for research groups\(^1\): 15% discount on individual prices

\(^1\) at least five persons whereof one group head that work in the same research group

If you are interested in this offer, do not hesitate to contact us on info@scg.ch or on +41 31 310 40 90.

Berne, September 2012

David Spichiger
Executive Director
spichiger@scg.ch